
St Mark’s Primary School PE Toolkit
Our Vision

Learning in Physical Education is underpinned by our learning behaviours, our heart smart principles and our Christian

values. These help us to achieve the statutory requirements of the National Curriculum/Early Years Foundation Stage

through a creative and diverse curriculum. From our curriculum, pupils will become physically educated through

experiences that:

• Encourage life-long motivation to engage in physical activity

• Promote the progression of essential, interchangeable skills

• Develop creative and open-minded approaches to movement

• Allow them to feel confident to take risks independently, and within a team, in order to achieve

• Support an understanding and respect

SEN

Children identified with additional needs in regards to physical education will receive support from adults to complete the tasks. As these children’s needs will be varying,
the support provided for them will be entirely individual. Therefore, when planning and teaching lessons, teachers will consider how all children learn and provide a
lesson that meets each individual child’s needs.

● Physical Difficulties (gross motor skills, physical disabilities) - teachers adapt lessons according to children’s individual needs, extra adult support, adapting tasks
based on children’s needs e.g. focussing on one skill rather than many

● Social communication difficulties/Autism - working with an adult 1:1/ in a pair/ mixed groupings, Sensory diet provision, visual demonstrations, use of Zones of
Regulation, recap of instructions from teacher

● Social emotional needs (motivation, low sense of self, needs around attention, concentration and self-regulation) – visual demonstrations, use of Zones of
Regulation, sensory tools and ear defenders, adults supporting with discussions

● Auditory processing/memory needs - Visual demonstrations, chunking auditory and visual input
● Slower processing for visual/verbal information - additional processing time, pace of the lesson and additional thinking time
● Receptive language barriers – refer to key vocabulary when teaching, draw on visual demonstrations and sometimes adapt key instructions for individuals.

Support staff adapt instructional/conceptual language for key groups of children

Inclusion and Diversity

At St.Mark’s, we strive to build a culture in PE where difference is valued and is part of what makes sport and exercise exciting. We highlight the sports men and women

from a range of backgrounds and cultures who have had significant successes from the past and present to inspire all children to take sporting opportunities.. We

encourage the children to challenge stereotypes and seek to raise the aspirations of all children.



Year Group Yearly Overview

Year Group Aut 1 Aut 2 Spr 1 Spr 2 Sum 1 Sum 2

Yr R - Medium
Term Plans

Coordination: Footwork

Static Balance: One Leg

Dynamic Balance to
Agility: Jumping and

Landing

Static Balance: Seated

Dynamic Balance: On a
Line

Static Balance: Stance

Coordination: Ball Skills

Counter Balance: With a
Partner

Coordination: Sending
and Receiving

Agility: Reaction/
Response

Agility: Ball Chasing

Static Balance: Floor
Work

GDS I can follow instructions,
practise safely and work

on simple tasks by myself

I can work sensibly with
others, taking turns and

sharing

I can understand and
follow simple rules and
can name some things I

am good at.

I can explore and describe
different movements.

I can perform a single skill
or movement with some

control.

I can perform a small
range of skills and link two

movements together

I am aware of why
exercise is important for

good health.

ARE I enjoy working on simple
tasks with help

I can play with others and
take turns and share with

help

I can follow simple
instructions.

I can observe and copy
others

I can move confidently in
different ways

I am aware of the changes
to the way I feel when I

exercise

Dance, Gym or
Sports

Gym Dance Gym Apparatus Work Athletics/Sports Day Prep Apparatus Work

EYFS Development
Matters Links

- Write dance

- Assess children’s shoulder, elbow and wrist

pivots.

- Assess children’s pencil grip – follow pencil

grip progression to focus on child’s individual

needs and provide a suitable pencil.

- Draw lines and circles using finger joints

(isolated from the wrist)

- Modelling dynamic tripod grip using school

pencil grips.

- Explore making snips in paper using scissors

- Begin to form letters using ‘school letters’

(single sounds taught in RWI phonics.)

- Write Dance program focusing on gross motor

movements (lines, circles, zig zags, waves,

- Dough Disco

- Encourage use of a pencil grip using fingers

rather than the whole hand.

- Develop muscle tone to put pencil pressure

on paper

- Use lines and circles to enclose a space when

drawing.

- Use the wrist joint to colour a large area (back

and forth movement).

- Start  to cut along a straight line.

- Developing the re
- Dough Disco sessions based on children’s

developmental need (identified in Autumn

Term).

- Write Dance activities as an intervention for

- Funky Fingers

- Assess children’s pencil grip – follow pencil

grip progression to focus on child’s individual

needs and provide a suitable pencil.

Encouraging use of dynamic tripod grip by this

point.

- Use one hand consistently for cutting,

- Start to cut along a curved line, like a circle

- Colour inside the lines of a picture

- Draw pictures that are recognisable.

- Children to form each letter by starting on the

line (‘school letters’)

- Funky Fingers sessions based on children’s

developmental need (identified in Spring

Term).

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16YNobFUcLvveZjHagzPVhRD_O8dpdsXw
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16YNobFUcLvveZjHagzPVhRD_O8dpdsXw


figure of eight, arches and troughs:

pre-handwriting movements on a large scale.)

those children identified in the Autumn Term. - Write Dance/dough disco activities as an

intervention for those children identified in

the Autumn Term.

Wider Curriculum
Links

HeartSmart - Autumn 2:
Don’t Forget to Let Love In
HeartSmart - Spring 1: Too
Much Selfie, Isn’t Healthy

HeartSmart - Autumn 2:
Don’t Forget to Let Love In

Year 1 - Medium
Term Plans

Coordination: Footwork
Static Balance: One Leg

Dynamic Balance to
Agility: Jumping and

Landing

Dynamic Balance: On a
Line

Static Balance: Stance

Coordination: Ball Skills
Counter Balance: With a

Partner

Coordination: Sending
and Receiving

Agility:
Reaction/Response

Agility: Ball Chasing
Static Balance: Floor

Work

GDS

I try several times if at first
I don’t succeed and I ask

for help when appropriate

I can help praise and
encourage others in their

learning

I can begin to order
instructions, movements

and skills.

With help I can recognise
similarities and
differences in

performance and I can
explain why someone is
working or performing

well

I can begin to compare my
movements and skills with

those of others.

I can select and link
movements together to fit

a theme

I can perform a range of
skills with some control

and consistency.

I can perform a sequence
of movements with some
changes in level, direction

or speed

I can say how my body
feels before, during and

after exercise.

I use equipment
appropriately and move

and land safely

ARE I enjoy working on simple
tasks with help

I can work sensibly with
others, taking turns and

sharing

I can understand and
follow simple rules and
can name some things I

am good at

I can explore and describe
different movements

I can perform a single skill
or movement with some

control.

I can perform a small
range of skills and link two

movements together

I am aware of why
exercise is important for

good health

WTS I can follow instructions,
practise safely and work

on simple tasks by myself

I can play with others and
take turns and share with

help

I can follow simple
instructions

I can observe and copy
others

I can move confidently in
different ways

I am aware of the changes
to the way I feel when I

exercise

Dance, Gym or
Sports

Gym Netball Dance Gym Athletics/Sports Day Prep Rounders

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16YNobFUcLvveZjHagzPVhRD_O8dpdsXw
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16YNobFUcLvveZjHagzPVhRD_O8dpdsXw


Wider Curriculum
Links

HeartSmart - Spring 2:
Don’t Rub It In, Rub It Out
HeartSmart -  Summer 2:

No Way Through, Isn’t
True

HeartSmart - Autumn 2:
Don’t Forget to Let Love In
HeartSmart - Spring 1: Too
Much Selfie, Isn’t Healthy

HeartSmart - Autumn 2:
Don’t Forget to Let Love In

Year 2 - Medium
Term Plans

Coordination: Footwork
Static Balance: One Leg

Dynamic Balance to
Agility: Jumping and

Landing
Static Balance: Seated

Dynamic Balance: On a
Line

Static Balance: Stance

Coordination: Ball Skills
Counter Balance: With a

Partner

Coordination: Sending
and Receiving

Agility:
Reaction/Response

Agility: Ball Chasing
Static Balance: Floor

Work

GDS I know where I am with
my learning and I have

begun to challenge
myself

I show patience and
support others, listening
well to them about our

Work.

I am happy to show and
tell them about my ideas

I can follow instructions,
practise safely and work

on simple tasks by
myself

I can make up my own
rules and versions of

activities.

I can respond
differently to a variety of
tasks or music and I can

recognise
similarities and differences

in movements and
expression

I can perform and repeat
longer sequences with

clear shapes
and controlled movement.

I can select and apply a
range of skills with
good control and

consistency

I can describe how and
why my body feels during

and after exercise.

I can explain why we need
to warm up and cool

down

ARE I try several times if at first
I don’t succeed and I ask

for help when
appropriate n

I can help praise and
encourage others in their

learning

I can help praise and
encourage others in their

learning

I can begin to compare my
movements and skills with

those of others.
I can select and link

movements together to fit
a theme

I can perform a range of
skills with some control

and consistency.

I can perform a sequence
of movements with some

changes in level,
direction or speed

I can say how my body
feels before, during and

after exercise.

Use
equipment appropriately
and move and land safely.

WTS I can follow instructions,
practise safely and work

on simple tasks by
myself

I can work sensibly with
others, taking turns and

sharing

I can work sensibly with
others, taking turns and

sharing

I can explore and describe
different movements

I can perform a single skill
or movement with some

control.

I can
perform a small range of

skills and link two
movements together

I am aware of why
exercise is important for

good health

Dance, Gym or Dance Gym Tri-Golf Volleyball Gym Tennis

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16YNobFUcLvveZjHagzPVhRD_O8dpdsXw
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16YNobFUcLvveZjHagzPVhRD_O8dpdsXw


Sports

Wider Curriculum
Links

HeartSmart - Spring 2:
Don’t Rub It In, Rub It Out
HeartSmart -  Summer 2:

No Way Through, Isn’t
True

HeartSmart - Autumn 2:
Don’t Forget to Let Love In
HeartSmart - Spring 1: Too
Much Selfie, Isn’t Healthy

HeartSmart - Autumn 2:
Don’t Forget to Let Love In
HeartSmart - Spring 1: Too
Much Selfie, Isn’t Healthy

HeartSmart - Spring 2:
Don’t Rub It In, Rub It Out

Science - Spring 1 -
Animals inc. Humans

Year 3 - Medium
Term Plans

Skill – Coordination:
Footwork

Cool Down – Static
Balance: One Leg

Skill – Dynamic Balance
to Agility:

Jumping and Landing

Cool Down – Static
Balance: Seated

Skill – Dynamic Balance:
On a Line

Cool Down –
Coordination:

Ball Skills

Skill – Coordination:
Sending and Receiving

Cool Down – Counter
Balance: With a Partner

Skill – Agility:
Reaction/Response

Cool Down – Static
Balance: Floor Work

Skill – Agility: Ball Chasing

Cool Down – Static
Balance: Stance

GDS I cope well and react
positively when things

become difficult.

I can persevere with a task
and I can improve my
performance through

regular practice

I cooperate well with
others and give helpful

feedback.

To  help organise roles and
responsibilities and I can

guide a small group
through a task

I can understand ways
(criteria) to judge

performance and I can
identify specific parts to
continue to work upon.

I can use my awareness
of space and others to
make good decisions

I can link actions and
develop sequences of

movements that express
my own ideas.

I can change tactics, rules
or tasks to make activities
more fun or challenging

I can perform a variety of
movements and skills with

good body tension.

I can link actions together
so that they flow in

running, jumping and
throwing activities

I can describe the basic
fitness components and
explain how often and

how long I should exercise
to be healthy

I can record and monitor
how hard I am working.

ARE I know where I am with
my learning and I have

begun to challenge myself

I show patience and
support others, listening
well to them about our

work. I am happy to show
and tell them about my

ideas

I can understand the
simple tactics of attacking

and defending.

I can explain what I am
doing well and I have

begun to identify areas for
improvement

I can make up my own
rules and versions of

activities.

I can respond differently
to a variety of tasks or

music and I can recognise
similarities and differences

in movements and
expression.

I can perform and repeat
longer sequences with

clear shapes and
controlled movement.

I can select and apply a
range of skills with good
control and consistency

I can describe how and
why my body feels during

and after exercise.

I can explain why we need
to warm up and cool

down.

WTS I try several times if at first
I don’t succeed and I ask

for help when appropriate

I can help praise and
encourage others in their

learning

I can begin to order
instructions, movements
and skills. With help I can
recognise similarities and

differences in
performance and I can

I can begin to compare my
movements and skills with

those of others.

I can select and link
movements together to fit

I can perform a range of
skills with some control

and consistency.

I can perform a sequence
of movements with some

I can say how my body
feels before, during and

after exercise.

To use equipment

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16YNobFUcLvveZjHagzPVhRD_O8dpdsXw
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16YNobFUcLvveZjHagzPVhRD_O8dpdsXw


explain why someone is
working or performing

well

a theme changes in level, direction
or speed

appropriately and move
and land safely.

Dance, Gym or
Sports

Gym Basketball Gym Dance Table Tennis Rounders

Wider Curriculum
Links

HeartSmart - Spring 2:

Don’t Rub It In, Rub It Out

HeartSmart -  Summer 2:

No Way Through, Isn’t

True

HeartSmart - Autumn 2:

Don’t Forget to Let Love In

HeartSmart - Spring 1: Too

Much Selfie, Isn’t Healthy

Science - Spring 2 -
Animals inc. Humans

Year 4 - Medium
Term Plans

Skill – Coordination:
Footwork

Cool Down – Static
Balance: One Leg

Skill – Dynamic Balance to
Agility: Jumping and

Landing
Cool Down – Static

Balance: Seated

Skill – Dynamic Balance:
On a Line

Cool Down –
Coordination: Ball Skills

Skill – Coordination:
Sending and Receiving

Cool Down –
Counterbalance: With a

Partner

Skill – Agility:
Reaction/Response
Cool Down – Static

Balance: Floor Work
Swimming

Skill – Agility: Ball Chasing
Cool Down – Static

Balance: Stance

GDS I cope well and react
positively when things

become difficult.

I can persevere with a task
and I can improve my
performance through

regular practice

I cooperate well with
others and give helpful

feedback.

I help organise roles and
responsibilities and I can

guide a small group
through a task

I can understand ways
(criteria) to judge

performance and I can
identify specific parts to
continue to work upon.

I can use my awareness
of space and others to
make good decisions

I can link actions and
develop sequences of

movements that express
my own ideas.

I can change tactics, rules
or tasks to make activities
more fun or challenging

I can perform a variety of
movements and skills with

good body tension.

I can link actions together
so that they flow in

running, jumping and
throwing activities

I can describe the basic
fitness components and
explain how often and

how long I should exercise
to be healthy.

(Science)

I can record and monitor
how hard I am working.

(Science)

ARE I know where I am with
my learning and I have

begun to challenge myself

I show patience and
support others, listening
well to them about our

work.

I am happy to show and
tell them about my ideas

I can understand the
simple tactics of attacking

and defending.

I can explain what I am
doing well and I have

begun to identify areas for
improvement

I can make up my own
rules and versions of

activities.

I can respond differently
to a variety of tasks or

music and I can recognise
similarities and differences

in movements and
expression

I can perform and repeat
longer sequences with

clear shapes and
controlled movement.

I can select and apply a
range of skills with good

control and consistency n

I can describe how and
why my body feels during

and after exercise.
(Science)

I can explain why we
need to warm up and cool

down.
(Science)

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16YNobFUcLvveZjHagzPVhRD_O8dpdsXw
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16YNobFUcLvveZjHagzPVhRD_O8dpdsXw


WTS I try several times if at first
I don’t succeed and I ask

for help when appropriate

I can help praise and
encourage others in their

learning

I can begin to order
instructions, movements

and skills.

With help I can recognise
similarities and
differences in

performance and I can
explain why someone is
working or performing

well

I can begin to compare my
movements and skills with

those of others.

I can select and link
movements together to fit

a theme

I can perform a range of
skills with some control

and consistency.

I can perform a sequence
of movements with some
changes in level, direction

or speed.

I can say how my body
feels before, during and

after exercise.
(Science)

I use equipment
appropriately and move

and land safely.

Dance, Gym or
Sports

Dance Gym Football Gym SWIMMING Cricket

Wider Curriculum
Links

HeartSmart - Spring 2:
Don’t Rub It In, Rub It Out
HeartSmart -  Summer 2:

No Way Through, Isn’t
True

HeartSmart - Autumn 2:
Don’t Forget to Let Love In
HeartSmart - Spring 1: Too
Much Selfie, Isn’t Healthy

Science - Autumn 1 -

Animals inc. Humans

Year 5 - Medium
Term Plans

BASKETBALL Dynamic Balance: On a
line

Counter Balance: With a
Partner

HOCKEY Static Balance: Seated

Static Balance: Floor Work

ATHLETICS Coordination: Sending
and Receiving

Agility: Ball Chasing

GDS I can recognise my
strengths and weaknesses
and can set myself targets.

I can see all new
challenges as

opportunities to learn and
develop.

I can negotiate and
collaborate appropriately.

I can give and receive
sensitive feedback to
improve myself and

others.

I can develop methods to
outwit opponents.

I can suggest patterns of
play which will increase

chances of success.

I can adapt and adjust my
skills, movements or

tactics so they are
different to others.

I can respond
imaginatively to different

situations.

I can perform a range of
skills fluently and

accurately.

I can use combinations of
skills confidently in
specific contexts.

I can identify possible
dangers when planning an

activity.

ARE I can cope well and react
positively when things

become difficult.

I can persevere with a task
and improve my

I help organise roles and
responsibilities and can

guide a small group
through a task.

I cooperate well with

I can use awareness of
space/others to make

good decisions.

I can understand ways
(criteria) to judge

I can change tactics, rules
or tasks to make activities

more fun or more
challenging.

I can link actions and

I can link actions together
so that they flow.

I can perform a variety of
movements and skills with

good body tension.

I can self select and
perform appropriate

warm-up and cool down
activities.

I can record and monitor
how hard I am working.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16YNobFUcLvveZjHagzPVhRD_O8dpdsXw
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16YNobFUcLvveZjHagzPVhRD_O8dpdsXw


performance through
regular practice.

others and give helpful
feedback.

performance. develop sequences of
movements that express

my own ideas.

I can explain how often
and how long I should
exercise to be healthy.
I can describe the basic

fitness components.
I can explain why we need

to warm up and cool
down.

WTS I know where I am with
my learning and I have

begun to challenge myself.

I am happy to show and
tell others about my ideas.

I show patience and
support others.

I can understand the
simple tactics of attacking

and defending.

I can explain what I am
doing well and I have

begun to identify areas for
improvements.

I can recognise similarities
and differences in
movements and

expression.

I can make up my own
rules and versions of

activities.

I can select and apply range
of skills with good control and

consistency.

I can perform and repeat
sequences with clear shapes
and controlled movement.

I can describe how and
why my body changes

during and after exercise.

Dance, Gym or
Sport

Basketball
Dance

Badminton Table Tennis
Gym

Hockey Athletics
Gym

Tennis

Year 6 - Medium
Term Plans

*Embedded learning for
second year, with added in

terms for sports

Coordination: Ball Skills

Agility:
Reaction/Response

TAG RUGBY Static Balance: Stance

Coordination: Footwork

NETBALL Dynamic Balance to
Agility: Jumping and

Landing

Static Balance: One Leg

FOOTBALL

GDS I can recognise my
strengths and weaknesses
and can set myself targets.

I can see all new
challenges as

opportunities to learn and
develop.

I can negotiate and
collaborate appropriately.

I can give and receive
sensitive feedback to
improve myself and

others.

I can develop methods to
outwit opponents.

I can suggest patterns of
play which will increase

chances of success.

I can adapt and adjust my
skills, movements or

tactics so they are
different to others.

I can respond
imaginatively to different

situations.

I can perform a range of
skills fluently and

accurately.

I can use combinations of
skills confidently in
specific contexts.

I can identify possible
dangers when planning an

activity.

ARE I can cope well and react
positively when things

become difficult.

I can persevere with a task
and improve my

I help organise roles and
responsibilities and can

guide a small group
through a task.

I cooperate well with

I can understand the
simple tactics of attacking

and defending.

I can explain what I am
doing well and I have

I can change tactics, rules
or tasks to make activities

more fun or more
challenging.

I can link actions and

I can link actions together
so that they flow.

I can perform a variety of
movements and skills with

good body tension.

I can self select and
perform appropriate

warm-up and cool down
activities.

I can record and monitor
how hard I am working.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16YNobFUcLvveZjHagzPVhRD_O8dpdsXw
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16YNobFUcLvveZjHagzPVhRD_O8dpdsXw


performance through
regular practice.

others and give helpful
feedback.

begun to identify areas for
improvements.

develop sequences of
movements that express

my own ideas.

I can explain how often
and how long I should
exercise to be healthy.
I can describe the basic

fitness components.
I can explain why we need

to warm up and cool
down.

WTS I know where I am with
my learning and I have

begun to challenge myself.

I am happy to show and
tell others about my ideas.

I show patience and
support others.

I can understand the
simple tactics of attacking

and defending.

I can explain what I am
doing well and I have

begun to identify areas for
improvements.

I can recognise similarities
and differences in
movements and

expression.

I can make up my own
rules and versions of

activities.

I can select and apply range
of skills with good control and

consistency.

I can perform and repeat
sequences with clear shapes
and controlled movement.

I can describe how and
why my body changes

during and after exercise.

Dance, Gym or
Sport

Dance Tag Rugby
Gym

Netball Cricket
Gym

Athletics Football
Rounders

Wider Curriculum
Links

HeartSmart - Spring 1: Too

Much Selfie, Isn’t Healthy

HeartSmart - Autumn 2:

Don’t Forget to Let Love In

HeartSmart - Spring 1: Too

Much Selfie, Isn’t Healthy

Science- Yr 6 Autumn 1

- Animals inc. Humans

HeartSmart - Spring 2:
Don’t Rub It In, Rub It Out
HeartSmart -  Summer 2:

No Way Through, Isn’t
True


